Generous Supporters

HELPING HANDS
Donors to our Annual Fund provide the crucial unrestricted support that helps the Museum meet its areas of greatest need and fulfill its mission.

$50,000+
- Joshua and Anita Bekenstein Charitable Fund
- Barbara and Amos Hostetter
- Anna R. Lovatt and Stephen G. Woodrum
- Richard K. Lubin Family Foundation
- The Pappandick Family

$25,000–$49,999
- Anonymous
- Mark Ethier and Claire Cheney
- Christopher R. McGrath
- William E. and Bertha E. Scharff Charitable Trust
- State Street Foundation on behalf of Anuon Banerjee

$10,000–$24,999
- Anonymous
- Mark and Carolyn Ain
- Alchemy Foundation
- Columbia Threadneedle and Ameriprise Financial
- The Counts Family
- Highland Partners Charitable Fund
- Reinald Hill
- Thomas and Kelly Hiler
- Liam Patrick
- John Clayton Brutt Foundation
- Helen Rosenfeld and Asheesh Advani
- Cynthia Taft
- Rupert C. Thompson Fund

$5,000–$9,999
- Bain Capital Community Partnership
- Paul Blandin and Mary-Bridget Pawlik-Blandin
- Tony and Catherine Borden
- David and Colleen Burt
- Patrick and Eileen Brophy
- Kiogee and Amy Caldwell
- The Dogil
- David and Sarah Healy
- Jessica Guo and Philip Chu
- Johann and Mark Hunter
- Jason and Stefanie Janoff
- Deborah Joelson and David Neale
- Halvor Kamo and Donald L. Hafner
- Paul and Missy Leong
- Giles Li and Sophie Ak Tse
- Thomas and Catherine McCrea
- Mora and Ruven Murphy
- Andrew and Lynn Norton
- Doris B. Phillips
- Suzanne Piratatsch
- Deborah and Joseph Robbins
- Chris and Nina Rogers
- Eve and Jon Rounds

The Spector Fund
- Sylvia Stevens-Esouand and Chellide Esouand
- The Werner Family Foundation
- Melissa Worth and Jonathan Adler
- Christopher Yen and Temple Glieder
- Dorothy Yu and Michael Bienven

$2,500–$4,999
- Anonymous
- The Edmund and Betsy Cabot Charitable Foundation
- Philip and Julie Gordon
- Sarah Hodges and Scott Hammond
- Mark and Polly Kigel
- Dr. Sonya Kurzweil
- Larra and Alexander Leventhal
- Madge Meyer
- Robin E. Mount and Mark Szapik
- Jung Paik and Byungman Yoon
- Bob and Susan Schachter
- Stan and Kay Schlozman
- Carlos J. Vazquez
- Xi and Peter Viola
- Katherine B. Winter

$1,000–$2,499
- Anonymous (2)
- B&KJLN
- Amy and Keith Barnett
- Candice Corvett and Stephen Kelleher
- Edith E. Forester
- Jesse Ge
- Brenda and Laura Gollinger
- Sandra Harris
- Katherine and Devin Kennedy
- Joshua Kleven and Anna Shhalo
- Malcom Knowlton and Patrick Fox
- Michael Koppis and Melissa McCracken
- Anthony and Christine Lo
- Heather and William Maffei
- Sean McGrath
- Glenn and Kathy Murphy
- Patricia A. Parcellin
- Gordon Sharp
- Stain Sharp Family Fund
- Chuck Trubauer
- Mrs. Japheth H. Wade
- Judith Ward

$500–$999
- Anonymous (2)
- Lokesh and Pragati Aggarwal
- Bryan Anderson
- Charles Anderson
- Raye Anselmo
- Susan Auerbach and Lee Swift
- Brenda Lodges, No. 39, I.O.O.F.
- Charles J. Brucato and Katherine Burrell
- Susan and Bertram Bruch
- Evelyn and Doug Chamberlain
- Andrew Dankworth and Alisa Busch
- Daniel Dodge
- Brian Edlow
- Emily Hughey
- Clark and Jesse Johnson
- Lella Kamal and Andrew Brockway
- William R. Kumpal
- Eden and Benjamin Levy
- Michelle Liu
- Kenneth Loveday and Ellen Hoffman
- Lauren Matschauer and Timothy Dunn
- Sheryl and Mary Nada
- Jessica Pelletier
- Christopher and Jennifer Perkin
- Mirrie Qamri
- Lisa Russell
- Star Mantle
- Michael C. Walker, III
- Cynthia Wirth
- Gordon Yu
- Julie Yu

$250–$499
- Anonymous (2)
- AmazonSmile Foundation
- Paul Bain
- James J. Barry, Jr.
- Schaar Berman and Karen Sieve
- Telf and Wendy Bertekas
- Renée Boyce and Gene Jarrett
- Claire Woodring Burke and Thomas Burke
- Anne Butterfield
- Jennifer Causton
- Carole Charnow and Clay Grainger
- Jacqueline and Jesse Di Iorio
- Stacy and Rick Dimino
- Stephen Donovan
- Mary Falb-Attarian
- Brenda and Scott Faidley
- Ernest Gluckman
- Global Rights Control LLC
- Daniel Hilfer
- Emily Anne Jacobson and Jeffrey Jacobstein
- Jacqueline and Jesse Di Iorio
- Terry Kahn
- Dave Liften
- Hillary Nikyema
- Rob Nunn
- Robert Paglia
- Adam Shear
- Savannah Soucy
- Catherine Szymosz and Michael Baum
- Stop & Shop Foundation
- Marama White-Hammond and Turahn Dorsey
- Violet Wittig

MARKETING SPONSORSHIPS

$100,000+
- HP Hood, LLC

$100,000–$99,999
- PNC Bank
- TBD Marketing Group, LLC
- UMassAmherst College Endowment Fund

$2,000–$9,999
- Allied Global Marketing
- Bright Horizons Family Solutions LLC

EXHIBITS, PROGRAMS, & CAPITAL PROJECTS

$100,000+
- Boston Global Investors
- Institute of Museum and Library Services
- LEGO Group
- Massachusetts Cultural Council
- National Endowment for the Humanities
- National Science Foundation
- New York Foundation

$50,000–$99,999
- Liberty Mutual Foundation
- The Cummings Foundation
- The Perkin Fund
- Vertex Foundation

$25,000–$49,999
- Amazon
- Citizens Bank of Massachusetts
- Highland Street Foundation
- Massachusetts Institute of Technology

$10,000–$24,999
- Amazon
- Autodesk, Inc.
- Bright Horizons Family Solutions LLC
- Fan Pier Owners Corporation
- Harvard University Asia Center
- Mathematica
- David Suddard
- Campbell Stewart
- UMassAmherst College Endowment Fund

$5,000–$9,999
- Alexandria Real Estate Equities, Inc.
- The Janey Fund Charitable Trust

<$5,000
- Laurie Casagrande
- Christians Craig
- Cynthia M. Donovan and Joseph G. Leduc
- Mark and Polly Kigel
- Susan and Drew Lefk
- Kenneth Lovell and Elizabeth Hoffman
- Miranda Massie
- Frances Phillips
- Sue and Bernie Pucker
- Eve and Jon Rounds

ENDOWED FUNDS
The Museum acknowledges the following endowed funds that benefit the Museum each year.

- The Constance and Lewis Counts Endowed PlaySpace Fund
- The de Gurburg Research and Development Fund
- The Elvira Growdon Internship for Collections and Archives Management
- The Growdon Family Endowment Fund
- The J.H. and E.V. Wade Endowment Fund
- The Jeri Robinson Endowed Fund for PlaySpace
- The John and Dorothy Wilson 1981 Trust
- The Mars Endowed Fund
- The Mitflett C. Stier Fund, in memory of Nancy S. Drucker
- The O’Connor Early Childhood Program Endowment Fund
- The Sadatobu Oda Fund
THE WONDER BALL

Thank you to the many individuals and organizations that generously supported the Museum’s signature fundraising event. Proceeds support the Museum’s access programs so that all children have the opportunity to joyfully discover their skills and passions through play.

$25,000+

Amazon
The Lewenthal Family
The Pappandick Family
PNC Bank

$15,000-$24,999

Neal Patrick Boyle, J. Caldwell Intellectual Property Law, Keegan and Amy Caldwell
New Balance Foundation
Deborah and Joseph Robbins
Daniel and Tania Wallace

$10,000-$14,999

Boston Global Investors
The Dupont
John Hancock Financial Services, Inc.
Daley and Sarah Healy
The Lynch Foundation
New England Aquarium
Emily Schur
The Slater Foundation, Sam and Jessica Slater State Street Corporation
TJX Foundation
WEEBIL Education Foundation
Amanda and Steve Wise
Melissa and Tad Yanagi

$5,000-$9,999

ACP Cleaning, Inc
Roger and Arnie Berman
Boston Celtics
The Boston Foundation
Melanie and Jason Chiverton
Census Counts
Crosspoint Associates
Custom Computer Specialists, Inc.
Della Dental
Tamar and Ken Prieze
Jessica Guo and Philip Chu
HDFC, Inc
Elizabeth and Shawn Hibbard
Thomas and Kelly Hiller
John and Beverly Kim
Susan LaMonica
Margaret Parzucchi Architects
Mass General Brigham Health Plan
MAX Ultimate Foods
Lisa Mao and Richard Carona
Kyra Montague
Moira and Ryan Murphy
Paul R. Preville and Associates, Inc.
Suzanne Prisbatsch
Martin Richard Foundation
Saakei Associates
Cynthia Taft
Waymans Food Markets, Inc.
W.S. Development
Marilyn Zacharis

$2,500-$4,999

Nilton and Caroline Alvis
Dr. Elizabeth Ascher and Michael Yongman
Amy Auerbach and Leo Swift
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Massachusetts on behalf of Bienne Wills
Carole Charnow and Clive Grainger
Edelson & Company LLP
Fan Piar Owners Corporation
Finnegan, Henderson, Farabow, Garrett & Dunner, LLP
Adam and Alana Franklin
Philip and Julie Gordon
Greater Boston Chamber of Commerce
Kyle and Margaret Guinan
Emily Anne Jacobstein and Jeffrey Jacobstein
Mieko Kami and Donald L. Hafer
Robert and Stephanie Kepp
Vanessa Kenny and Brian Nahed
The LeBrett Family
Paul and Missy Leone
Gina Li and Sophia Teo
Katie Lubin and Glendon Sutton
Mitsubishi Electric Research Laboratories
Robin Mount and Mark Squiz
Ashcon and Nick Patel
Related Beal
Jan Smith and Barry Dorr
MD Kate and Ben Taylor
Tremont Strategies Group
Ultimate Krones Group
Melissa Worth and Jonathan Adler

$1,000-$2,499

Boston Properties
Drs. Elizabeth Ascher and Michael Yongman
C.B. Richard Ellis Whittier Partners
Grace and Will Cleveland
Christian Clifford
Sarah and Joseph DiMascio
William Doane
The Dublin Family
Jennifer J Dzialo
Jacky Fu
Annie Grills and Nate Jones
Giana and Joshua Hebert
Melissa Higgins and Matthew Lincoln
Hull International New England, LLC
Brian and Amanda Kinney
Shoshana and Brian Laranjian
Robert and Dana Marsfied
Dennis B. Phillips and Charles Marz
Charlene Mullan-Smith
Tat and Laura Nielsen

Andrew and Lynn Norton
Pat and Bill Parcellin
Elizabeth and Mark Phillips
Tina and Ross Porter
Lauren and Paul Prive
OBIE Insurance Group Ltd.
Lisa and Anthony Rossi
Securities USA
Gordon Sharp
Jane Stover
Christopher and Elizabeth Thompson
Matthew Thompson
Sherry Turkle
TwinFocal Capital
Violet Witty
Caroline and Jasper Yonker
Dorothy Yu and Michael Brennan

$500-$999

Claire Woodring Burke and Thomas Burke
Daniel and Sarah Houseman
Megan Lilianelli
Jo-Anne and Roger Masson
Tom and Barbara Mooney
Ross and Melissa Mukan
Sharon and Michael Miecz
Matthew and Jamie Setz
Deborah J. Slow and Charles Kravetz
Michael Travis and James Diggins

PARTNERS

B2E Boston
Dr. Maria Abo-Zena, Early Childhood Education, University of Massachusetts, Boston
American Chemical Society (New England Chapter)
Artists’ Asylum
ArtisEmerson
Association of Children’s Museums
Autodesk, Inc.
Beat the Streets New England
Berkeley Museum
Beyond Conflict
Birth to Eighth Collaborative
Boston Chinatown Neighborhood Center
Boston Family Engagement Network
Boston Harbor Now/Stone Living Lab
Boston Lyric Opera
Boston Music Project
Boston Public Library
Boston Public Schools Office of World Languages
Boston Public Schools Department of Early Childhood
Boston Saved
Boston Youth Symphony Orchestra
BUILD Initiative
BU Center for Antiracist Research
BU Wheelock College of Education & Human Development
Castle of Our Skins
Children’s Services of Roxbury
Citizens Bank
City of Kyoto, Japan
Comfort Kitchen
Community Day Learning
Consulate General of Japan in Boston
Countdown to Kindergarten
DEAffinity Inc.
The Diahann Project
Doshisha Elementary School
East Boston Social Centers
Education Development Center
Emerson College
Family Independence Initiative
First Teacher
Food & Folklore
Franciscan Children’s
The Gottabees
Green City Growers
Greater Lawrence Community Action Council, Inc.
Harvard University Asia Center
Harvard Divinity School, Religious Literacy Project
Harvard Graduate School of Education
Higher Ground Boston
Horizons for Homeless Children
Inpulinos Borucus in Acción
Institute of Contemporary Art/Boston
Japanese Association of Greater Boston
Jazz Urbane
JPK Library Foundation
John W. Henry Family Foundation
L.L. Bean
Little Uprisings
Lustrely (Friends of Martin’s Park)
Massachusetts Department of Early Education and Care
Massachusetts Department of Early Education and Care
Massachusetts Department of Early Education and Care
Massachusetts Museum of Fine Arts
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Early Childhood Cognition Lab
MathWorks
MatthTalk
Mayor’s Office of Food Justice
Grew Boston: Mayor’s Office of Urban Agriculture
Meat Boston
Negro Leagues Baseball Museum
New England Philharmonic
North American Indian Center of Boston
NE FIRST
P.A. Shaw Elementary School
Piers Park Sailing Center, East Boston
Project STEP
Rafael Homéndez School
Refuge Point
Red Sox Foundation
Rosbury Youth Project (UU Urban Ministry)
Save the Harbor/Save the Bay
Showa Boston Institute for Language & Culture
Spaulding Rehabilitation Studio Playground
Success Charter School
Sun Life
The American City Coalition
The Japan Society of Boston
The American City Coalition
The America Society of Boston
Tohoku University of Art and Design
UNICEF Boston
Vertex Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
Vital Village Network
Walker Art Center
WBZ-TV/CBS Boston (Media Partner)
Werner Family Foundation
Wonderfund
Worcester Polytechnic Institute
YMCA of Greater Boston
YWCA Northeastern Massachusetts
Generous Supporters

CORPORATE CONNECTIONS
The Corporate Connections program provides area businesses an opportunity to give back to the community in which their employees work and live.

CEO Level $15,000+
MintWorks
Medical Information Technology, Inc.

President Level $10,000–$14,999
Dell Technologies
Massachusetts General Hospital
MIT Activities Committee
Morgan Stanley
New Balance Athletic Shoe, Inc.
Nonantum Capital Partners
Sun Life

Executive Level $5,000–$9,999
Anonymous
Analog Devices, Inc.
Boston Police Patrons’ Association, Inc.
Brigham and Women’s Hospital
Cabol Corporation
Citizens Bank of Massachusetts
First Eagle Investment
Harvard Outdoors & Innings
Liberty Mutual Insurance
MFS Investment Management, Inc.
Putnam Investments
Vertex Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

Director Level $2,500–$4,999
The Baupost Group
Cambridge Savings Bank
Charles River Laboratories, Inc.
Family Housing Program
Granite Telecommunications
Middlesex & Company
PioneerHouseCoopers LLP
Prokauer
Sage Therapeutics
Saphe Pharmaceuticals
Schneider Electric Boston City Hub
Schneider Electric Foxboro Hub

Manager Level $1,500–$2,499
AEW Capital Management, L.P.
Alexion Pharmaceuticals
Bellevue Lodge, No. 35, I.O.O.F.
Blueprint Medicine Corporation
Boston Harbor Hotel
Boston Post Office Social & Recreation Committee
Crown & Edwards LLP
Chautauqua Hill Realty
EMPATH
KPMG LLP
National Investment Managers
Sullivan & Worcester LLP
Trillium

Associate Level $600–$1,499
Brigham and Women’s Hospital
Department of Medicine
Hirsch Roberts Weinstack LLP
HUB International New England, LLC
Hyatt Regency Cambridge
Meihan, Boyle, Black & Bogdanow, PC
Northland Investment Corporation
Phillips Academy
Sandtech
William James College
Yale

IN-KIND GIFTS
We are grateful to the following organizations and individuals for their generous donation of goods and services in support of our work.

1616 Inn/The Oar
Alexis Back
Alice Walk
Alma Nove
Anna’s Tequila
Appalachian Mountain Club
Atlanta Paradise
AutoCamp Cape Cod
B/SPOKE
The Banks Fish House
Bar’s Booking
Big Night Entertainment Group
BJ’s Wholesale Club, Inc.
The Block Island Ferry
Boch Center Wang Theatre
Roda Borg
Bohdi Boutique
Boston Bruins Foundation
Boston Celtics Shamrock Foundation
Boston Harbor Distillery
Boston Harbor Hotel
Boston Marriott Long Wharf
Boston Red Sox
Boston Sailing Center
Boston Tea Party Ships & Museum
Brickyard Rowe
Cam Neely Foundation
Carroll by Hilton Portland Waterfront
Caruso Ranch
Capé Air
Charles Hotel
City Table
Community Boating
The Company Theatre
Cybercafe Boston
Delta Air Lines
DinerDash
Dow Under Yoga
Einstein’s Workshop
Encore Boston Harbor
The Envoy Hotel
FLOAT
Flour Bakery + Cafe
Four Seasons Hotel, One Dalton Street
Framingham Seaport
Gallerie
Greco
Harvest
Hingham Historical Society
Hotel Commonwealth
HP Hood
Huntington Theatre Company
Hy-Line Cruises
Hyatt Regency
Improv Asylum
InterContinental Hotel
Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum
J.P. Licks
John F. Kennedy Presidential Library & Museum
Kendra Scott
Killington Ski Resort
King’s Diving & Entertainment
Little Grove
Longwood Symphony Orchestra
Lyric Stage Company of Boston
Mabel’s Labels
Marathon Sports
Massachusetts Bay Lines
Mistral Bistro
Moose
National Baseball Hall of Fame
New England Aquarium
New England Patriots Charitable Foundation
Newton Commonwealth Golf Club
NUTRITIONRx
Patriot Cinemas
Peabody Essex Museum
Plato’s Closet
Porter Square Books
Portland Sea Dogs
Publix Street Bistro & Garden
The Preservation Society of Newport County
The Press Hotel
Salo Acida
Santa’s Workshop
Seaport Hotel & World Trade Center
Somerville Theatre
The Smoke Shop
Stapleton Floral Design
The Steamship Authority
Sto
Strega Italiano
The Red Wagon
The Stop & Shop Supermarket LLC
TJX Foundation, Inc.
TJX Companies
The Tivoli Theatre
The Union Theatre
Tuscan Kitchen
WBZ-TV/CBS Boston
Weegmans Food Markets
Wegmans
Wellesley College
Wildlife Society
Worcester Red Sox
WS Development
Zoo New England

MATCHING GIFTS
Anonymous
Bank of America Charitable Foundation
The Baupost Group
Biogen Idec
Cloudera
Garment
Google
Instacart
Jacobs
Liberty Mutual Insurance
Manulife Financial
Mitsubishi Electric America Foundation
Abbott and Dorothy H. Stevens Foundation
Sun Life
Takeda Pharmaceuticals
UBS Financial Services Inc
Vertex Pharmaceuticals

SPONSORED VISITS
The Sponsored Visits program opens our doors to children who would not be able to afford a visit so that they, too, can take advantage of the opportunities for fun and hands-on learning that we provide.

$100,000+
TUI Foundation, Inc.

$25,000–$99,999
Medical Information Technology Inc.
Michael Spock Community Service Fund

$10,000–$24,999
Amy Ragul andistar Norris
Nonantum Capital Partners
PNC Foundation
Sun Life

<$10,000
The Baupost Group
Meihan, Boyle, Black & Bogdanow, P.C.
Morgan Stanley

Background photos courtesy of Explore It Summer Holiday Camp activity at Tappan Hill Historic Site.

Background photo by Dianne DeStefano of Explore It Summer Camp outdoor chalk activity.

Background photo by Dianne DeStefano of Explore It Summer Camp outdoor chalk activity.